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.
Wintringham Park Cambridge 

Road, St Neots

Reserve Matters, including appearance, landscaping, layout and scale details, for the erection of 222 

dwellings pusuant to Outline Planning Permission 17/02308/OUT and signed S106 legal agreement dated 

6.11.18

19/03/2019
http://plan.scambs.gov.uk/swiftlg/apas/run/WPHA

PPDETAIL.DisplayUrl?theApnID=S/1001/19/CN

Abington Pigotts 

CP
S/1003/19/TC

Swallowfield, Church Lane, 

Abington Pigotts, Royston, 

Cambridgeshire, SG8 0SG

Ash trees x 4 to be reduced in height due to branches breaking off and causing damage to property/phone 

lines and risk to passing persons and vehicles. Possible diseased with Ask die-back. Advised by tree 

surgeon to reduce in height at this time

20/03/2019
http://plan.scambs.gov.uk/swiftlg/apas/run/WPHA

PPDETAIL.DisplayUrl?theApnID=S/1003/19/TC

S/0978/19/TC

Frog Hall, 23, West Wratting 

Road, Balsham, Cambridge, 

CB21 4DX

Line of Conifer trees( in red on sketch map)- Reduce by 7m, about 70%. Urgent as next door nabour has 

removed all of there conifers now exposing to the elements. Also very unsightly.
14/03/2019

http://plan.scambs.gov.uk/swiftlg/apas/run/WPHA

PPDETAIL.DisplayUrl?theApnID=S/0978/19/TC

S/1006/19/TC

Nine Chimneys Cottages, Nine 

Chimneys Lane, Balsham, 

Cambridgeshire

T1, T2 & T3 Crataegus monogyna (Hawthorn) Reduce in height to approximately 30cm above adjacent 

fence. T4 & T5 Fraxinus excelsior (Ash) Crown lift to approximately 6m above ground level on garden side. 

Thin / reduce lowest stem over paddock by 50%. T6 Symphoricarpos (Snowberry) Cut back this group down 

to just above ground level. T7 Aesculus hippocastanum (Horse Chestnut) Remove lowest lateral branch 

growing towards the South West, crown reduce side of crown to clear neighbour's shed by 1m.

20/03/2019
http://plan.scambs.gov.uk/swiftlg/apas/run/WPHA

PPDETAIL.DisplayUrl?theApnID=S/1006/19/TC

S/0915/19/PA

Tesco Extra 15- 18, Viking 

Way, Bar Hill, Cambridge, 

Cambridgeshire, CB23 8EL

Prior Approval for the Installation of a 861.84kw solar PV array 15/03/2019
http://plan.scambs.gov.uk/swiftlg/apas/run/WPHA

PPDETAIL.DisplayUrl?theApnID=S/0915/19/PA

S/0936/19/FL
26 , Stonefield, Bar Hill, CB23 

8TB
Ground floor side extension 26/02/2019

http://plan.scambs.gov.uk/swiftlg/apas/run/WPHA

PPDETAIL.DisplayUrl?theApnID=S/0936/19/FL

Bartlow CP S/0856/19/DC

The Dower House Barns, 

Camps Road, Bartl, The 

Dower House Barns, Camps 

Road, Bartlow, CB21 4PP

Discharge of Conditions 3 (Landscaping) of Planning Application S.0558.18.FL - The proposed conversion 

and extension of two barns to create one residential dwelling, including demolition of part of the brick built 

barn

01/03/2019
http://plan.scambs.gov.uk/swiftlg/apas/run/WPHA

PPDETAIL.DisplayUrl?theApnID=S/0856/19/DC

Bourn CP S/0998/19/TC

5, Baldwins Close, Bourn, 

Cambridge, Cambridgeshire, 

CB23 2TH

Ref S/0901/TC.  On advice from arborist proposing to fell all 3 trees of which they are all Conifers.  

The 2 trees that were to be trimmed are dangerous and showing signs of dying.  They have low amenity 

value.  Will replace with extension of laurel hedge.

This application to take preference over the previous application of 7/3/19.  

The 2 conifers previously asked to be trimmed are dangerous and could be undermining the foundations.  

They have become too large and they have no cultural value.  I would replace the trees with a hedge 

extension which would tidy up the whole area and make it safe.  The trees at present could topple onto 

Riddy Lane or onto the bungalow.

19/03/2019
http://plan.scambs.gov.uk/swiftlg/apas/run/WPHA

PPDETAIL.DisplayUrl?theApnID=S/0998/19/TC

Castle Camps CP S/1002/19/TC

The Old Inn, Park Lane, Castle 

Camps, Cambridge, 

Cambridgeshire, CB21 4SR

Sycamore tree to front of property - crown thinning maximum of 30% (tree no. 1 on sketch). Silver Birch - 

crown thinning to a maximum of 20% reducing the height by a maximum of 2.5 meters to prevent droop to 

the crown of the tree (tree no. 2 on the sketch).

20/03/2019
http://plan.scambs.gov.uk/swiftlg/apas/run/WPHA

PPDETAIL.DisplayUrl?theApnID=S/1002/19/TC

S/0862/19/FL

Land to the rear of 24, High 

Street, Coton, Cambridge, 

Cambridgeshire, CB23 7PL

Proposed demolition of an existing double garage and stores and construction of 3 dwellings and 

associated infrastructure, including access, parking, landscaping and ancillary works
04/03/2019

http://plan.scambs.gov.uk/swiftlg/apas/run/WPHA

PPDETAIL.DisplayUrl?theApnID=S/0862/19/FL

S/0979/19/TC

The Old Rectory, 73, High 

Street, Coton, Cambridge, 

CB23 7PL

Removal of 5 yews to ground level. Due to excessive shading and security issues. Replant elsewhere in the 

extensive garden.
18/03/2019

http://plan.scambs.gov.uk/swiftlg/apas/run/WPHA

PPDETAIL.DisplayUrl?theApnID=S/0979/19/TC

Cottenham CP S/0999/19/VC

Chear Fen Farm, Long Drove, 

Cottenham, Cambridge, 

Cambridgeshire, CB24 8AH

Variation of condition 3 (Existing permitted hours for shooting) of planning permission S/1127/16/FL for 

erection of new clubhouse
05/03/2019

http://plan.scambs.gov.uk/swiftlg/apas/run/WPHA

PPDETAIL.DisplayUrl?theApnID=S/0999/19/VC

Duxford CP S/1021/19/TC

16, St Johns Street, Duxford, 

Cambridge, Cambridgeshire, 

CB22 4RA

Apple ~ Carry out overall reduction of 1.0 to 1.5 metres back to 0.5 metres below previous pruning points to 

leave shaped and balanced.
21/03/2019

http://plan.scambs.gov.uk/swiftlg/apas/run/WPHA

PPDETAIL.DisplayUrl?theApnID=S/1021/19/TC
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S/1015/19/TP
Dove House, Rectory Lane, 

Fowlmere, Royston, SG8 7TJ

1/2/1 - Mature Laburnum - diseased in 2017; removed for public safety reasons. In public view but not in 

tree skyline. Arguably a Public Amenity. Current position already overcrowded with shrubs, so no plans to 

replace Laburnum. 2/3/13 - Three year old Cherry. Not in public view nor in tree skyline. Not a Public 

Amenity. In 2017, after 3 years it was still struggling, so was moved to promote better growth. 3/3/16 - Three 

year old Apple. Not in public view nor in tree skyline. Not a Public Amenity. In 2017, after 3 years it was still 

struggling, so was moved to promote better growth. 4/3/19a - Three year old Pear. Not in public view nor in 

tree skyline. Not a Public Amenity. In 2017, after 3 years it was still struggling, so was moved to promote 

better growth. 5/3/24b - Mature Twisted Willow - died in 2016 from Honey Fungus disease. In public view 

but not in tree skyline. Arguably was a Public Amenity. Now a bark-less trunk and made into a garden 

feature with climbers. Currently no plans to replace it. 6/4/44 - Five year old Victoria Plum - died in 2016 and 

removed in 2017. Not in public view nor in tree skyline. Not a Public Amenity. There are no plans to replace 

it as there are 7 other plum, damson, or gage trees in the garden. 7/4/46 - Ten year old self seeded 

Sycamore sapling - removed in 2017 as it was in shadow of a mature lime growing 2m from it. Not in public 

view nor in tree skyline. Not a Public Amenity. There are no plans to replace it. 8/7/88 - Three year old Pear 

(see 4/3/19a). Moved from site 19a in 2017 to this cordon to promote better growth. Not in public view nor in 

tree skyline. Not a Public Amenity. 9/7/90 - Two year old Nectarine. In 2017, it suffered an infestation of 

peach leaf curl and died. It was removed. Not in public view nor in tree skyline. Not a Public Amenity. As it 

was in a cordon of 16 fruit trees it was not replaced a space was left. 10/7/93 - Previously a two year old 

Peach and now a three year old Apple (see 3/3/16). In 2017, this peach tree, like the nectarine, suffered 

from a heavy infestation of peach leaf curl and died. It was removed. It was not in public view nor in the tree 

skyline. It was not a Public Amenity. It was replaced by an Apple moved from site 16 to promote its better 

growth. The replacement tree is not in public view nor in tree skyline. It is not a Public Amenity. 11/7/99 - 

Three year old Cherry (see 2/3/13). In 2017, this tree was moved from site 13 to this cordon to promote 

better growth. It is not in public view nor in the tree skyline. Not a Public Amenity. 12/7/111 - Mature 

Buddleia - died in 2016 and was removed. It was not in the public view nor in the tree skyline. It was not a 

Public Amenity. A self-seeded buddleia has been left to mature nearby in the garden.

20/03/2019
http://plan.scambs.gov.uk/swiftlg/apas/run/WPHA

PPDETAIL.DisplayUrl?theApnID=S/1015/19/TP

S/1022/19/TC

Eaden Cottage, High Street, 

Fowlmere, Royston, 

Cambridgeshire, SG8 7SR

Tree species unknown. I wish to remove a small tree which has been heavily pruned. The tree is just inside 

the boundary of the property and currently is holding up the neighbour's broken fence. Planning permission 

(S/4388/18/FL) was given on 27th February for a car port to be erected next to the broken fence. The tree 

would be sandwiched between the Car port and the fence if left.

21/03/2019
http://plan.scambs.gov.uk/swiftlg/apas/run/WPHA

PPDETAIL.DisplayUrl?theApnID=S/1022/19/TC

Great Abington CP S/0887/19/DC

42 North Road, Great 

Abington, Cambridge, 

Cambridgeshire, CB21 6AS

Discharge of Condition 3 (Landscape and Ecological Management Plan) - Planning Permission 

S/4577/18/FL  - wildlife pond in field to maximise  biodiversity
06/03/2019

http://plan.scambs.gov.uk/swiftlg/apas/run/WPHA

PPDETAIL.DisplayUrl?theApnID=S/0887/19/DC

Great Shelford CP S/0886/19/DC

29 High Street, Great Shelford, 

Cambridge, Cambridgeshire, 

CB22 5EH

Discharge of Conditions 5 (Extraction Scheme), 6 (Vehicle Parking Space), 7 (Access Barriers)  & 8(Cycle 

Parking) of Planning Application S.1724.16.FL -Change of Use from Office to Coffee Shop and Erection of 

Canopy, Decking Area and Play Area

06/03/2019
http://plan.scambs.gov.uk/swiftlg/apas/run/WPHA

PPDETAIL.DisplayUrl?theApnID=S/0886/19/DC

Guilden Morden 

CP
S/0763/19/FL

4, TOWN FARM CLOSE, 

GUILDEN MORDEN, 

ROYSTON, Cambridgeshire, 

SG8 0PU

Single Storey Rear Extension 18/03/2019
http://plan.scambs.gov.uk/swiftlg/apas/run/WPHA

PPDETAIL.DisplayUrl?theApnID=S/0763/19/FL

S/0264/19/FL

114-116, Limes Road, 

Hardwick, Cambridge, 

Cambridgeshire, CB23 7XU

Conversion of the two dwellings into one to enable home disability adaptions with single storey rear 

extension.
14/03/2019

http://plan.scambs.gov.uk/swiftlg/apas/run/WPHA

PPDETAIL.DisplayUrl?theApnID=S/0264/19/FL

S/0867/19/DC

175 St Neots Road, Hardwick, 

Cambridge, Cambridgeshire, 

CB23 7QJ

Discharge of Condiiton 3 (Mortar) of Planning Application S.4000.18.LB - Erection of timber and double 

glazed garden room
04/03/2019

http://plan.scambs.gov.uk/swiftlg/apas/run/WPHA

PPDETAIL.DisplayUrl?theApnID=S/0867/19/DC

S/0884/19/VC

339, St Neots Road, Hardwick, 

Cambridge, Cambridgeshire, 

CB23 7QL

Variation of condition 2 (approved plans) of planning permission S/2665/17/FL for Erection of two family 

dwellings
05/03/2019

http://plan.scambs.gov.uk/swiftlg/apas/run/WPHA

PPDETAIL.DisplayUrl?theApnID=S/0884/19/VC

Haslingfield CP S/0977/19/TC

The Vicarage, Broad Lane, 

Haslingfield, Cambridge, 

Cambridgeshire, CB23 1JF

Multi-stemmed Plum close to boundary - coppice at approximately 3ft. 15/03/2019
http://plan.scambs.gov.uk/swiftlg/apas/run/WPHA

PPDETAIL.DisplayUrl?theApnID=S/0977/19/TC

Heydon CP S/1008/19/TC
70, Fowlmere Road, Heydon, 

Royston, SG8 8PU

Bird Cherry (Prunus padus) - fell due to age and ill-health. Approx 40 years old with significant die-back in 

smaller and larger branches, poor leaf cover, splitting bark and loss of bark from attack by squirrels. No 

replacement planned as there are 7 other trees in the small garden (approx. 20m x 15m).

20/03/2019
http://plan.scambs.gov.uk/swiftlg/apas/run/WPHA

PPDETAIL.DisplayUrl?theApnID=S/1008/19/TC
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Histon CP PP-07690159

Bank, 2, High Street, Histon, 

Cambridge, Cambridgeshire, 

CB24 9LG

The tree in question is an Ash Tree positioned on the property rented by the Cambridge Building Society at 

postcode CB24 9LG. It stands as a single, but substantial, tree between the front forecourt of the branch 

and the two parking bays close to where The High Street and The Green meet. The tree root structure has 

undermined the brick pillar at the entrance to the building causing it to fracture on three of four sides. This 

now needs to be removed and rebuilt. Due to the impact the tree is having to the building the intention is for 

a fully qualified tree surgeon to cut the tree down virtually level with the ground. Once the body of the tree is 

removed, so as to avoid further growth with the root structure, the stump will be drilled and pelleted with a 

proprietary brushwood agent.

19/03/2019
http://plan.scambs.gov.uk/swiftlg/apas/run/WPHA

PPDETAIL.DisplayUrl?theApnID=PP-07690159

Ickleton CP S/0927/19/DC

The Glebe, Frogge Street, 

Ickleton, Saffron Walden, 

Cambridgeshire, CB10 1SH

Discharge of conditions 3 (materials external surfaces) and 4 (materials access drive) of S/0833/16/FL for 

construction of a new 5 detached bedroom dwelling.
07/03/2019

http://plan.scambs.gov.uk/swiftlg/apas/run/WPHA

PPDETAIL.DisplayUrl?theApnID=S/0927/19/DC

Impington CP S/1014/19/PA

Fieldsteads Barn, New Road, 

Impington, Cambridge, CB24 

9PJ

Prior Approval for Proposed Change of use of a building and any land within its curtilage from Business 

(Class B1),  to a registered nursery under schedule 2, Part 3, Class T
20/03/2019

http://plan.scambs.gov.uk/swiftlg/apas/run/WPHA

PPDETAIL.DisplayUrl?theApnID=S/1014/19/PA

Landbeach CP S/0870/19/FL
Plot W, Cambridge Research 

Park, Beach Drive, Landbeach

Erection of 2 site compounds enclosed by fence and gates, and relocation of 3 trees to new location within 

the site
04/03/2019

http://plan.scambs.gov.uk/swiftlg/apas/run/WPHA

PPDETAIL.DisplayUrl?theApnID=S/0870/19/FL

Linton CP S/1007/19/TC

The Old Workshop, Horn 

Lane, Linton, Cambridge, 

Cambridgeshire, CB21 4HT

Lime x 2 Re-pollard Prunus Fell Tree is pushing against Grade 2 listed wall causing damage 20/03/2019
http://plan.scambs.gov.uk/swiftlg/apas/run/WPHA

PPDETAIL.DisplayUrl?theApnID=S/1007/19/TC

Litlington CP S/0996/19/FL
Clover House, Church Street, 

Litlington, Royston, SG8 0QB
Conversion of attached garage into habitable use 19/03/2019

http://plan.scambs.gov.uk/swiftlg/apas/run/WPHA

PPDETAIL.DisplayUrl?theApnID=S/0996/19/FL

S/0871/19/FL

38, Church Lane, Little 

Abington, Cambridge, 

Cambridgeshire, CB21 6BQ

Replacement dwelling, with additional proposed Carport Structure and PV Solar Panels to the rear ground 

floor flat roof structure.
18/03/2019

http://plan.scambs.gov.uk/swiftlg/apas/run/WPHA

PPDETAIL.DisplayUrl?theApnID=S/0871/19/FL

S/1004/19/TC

The Old House, 47, High 

Street, Little Abington, 

Cambridge, Cambridgeshire, 

CB21 6BG

Horse Chestnut tree. Self set, of no value in situ. Trunk is angled to the south, it is hollow inside with 

probable canker and disease. It is dangerous and liable to fall onto or near residential garden on which 

children play regularly. At least one tree of a more suitable species will be planted in the area.

20/03/2019
http://plan.scambs.gov.uk/swiftlg/apas/run/WPHA

PPDETAIL.DisplayUrl?theApnID=S/1004/19/TC

Longstanton CP S/0918/19/NM
Land south of Longstanton 

Park and Ride
Non-material amendment to S/2713/16/DC 08/03/2019

http://plan.scambs.gov.uk/swiftlg/apas/run/WPHA

PPDETAIL.DisplayUrl?theApnID=S/0918/19/NM

Melbourn CP S/0880/19/FL

35, Water Lane, Melbourn, 

Royston, Cambridgeshire, SG8 

6AY

Single storey side extension 05/03/2019
http://plan.scambs.gov.uk/swiftlg/apas/run/WPHA

PPDETAIL.DisplayUrl?theApnID=S/0880/19/FL

Meldreth CP S/1019/19/TC

The Coppice, 25, North End, 

Meldreth, Royston, 

Cambridgeshire, SG8 6NR

T1 - Sycamore - Crown Reduce by around 3 metres, shape the canopy and remove dead/damaged 

branches. T2 - Ash - Crown Reduce by around 3 metres, shape the canopy and remove dead/damaged 

branches. T3 - Sycamore - Crown Reduce by around 3 metres, shape the canopy and remove 

dead/damaged branches. Crown Lift owners side only (over the garage).

20/03/2019
http://plan.scambs.gov.uk/swiftlg/apas/run/WPHA

PPDETAIL.DisplayUrl?theApnID=S/1019/19/TC

S/0869/19/DC

22 Cambridge Science Park, 

Milton, Cambridge, 

Cambridgeshire, CB4 0FJ

Discharge of Condition 22 (SuDS) of  (Variation of condition 2 - S.3590.17.VC of  (Approved plans) of 

planning permisison S/2599/16/FL -  (Erection of two three storey buildings for B1 use)
04/03/2019

http://plan.scambs.gov.uk/swiftlg/apas/run/WPHA

PPDETAIL.DisplayUrl?theApnID=S/0869/19/DC

S/0904/19/DC

Milton House, 28, Fen Road, 

Milton, Cambridge, 

Cambridgeshire, CB24 6AD

Discharge of conditions 3 (details of windows), 4 (details of services to new bathroom and ensuites, details 

of insulation), 5 (details of plaster and render) and 6 (details of dormer window) of Listed Building consent 

S/0178/18/LB for work to front wing - beam to support roof apex, replacement of failing roof light with 

dormer window to match existing; replacement of double glazed window with sliding sash to match existing, 

repair of former coal store and conversion to bathroom. Extension of kitchen into redundant ground floor 

bathroom, removal of 1930's partition wall. Renovation of second floor rooms to allow use as bedrooms; 

creation of two ensuite bathrooms. Conversion of existing bedroom to family bathroom on 1st floor, new 

ensuite to first floor with creation of doorway. Re-opening of fireplaces.

07/03/2019
http://plan.scambs.gov.uk/swiftlg/apas/run/WPHA

PPDETAIL.DisplayUrl?theApnID=S/0904/19/DC

S/0972/19/CM

Milton Primary School, 

Humphries Way, Milton, 

Cambridge, Cambridgeshire, 

CB24 6DL

Section 73 Planning Application to develop land without complying with Condition 1 of permission 

S/0466/14/CC, to allow retention of the mobile classroom until 31 August 2024
14/03/2019

http://plan.scambs.gov.uk/swiftlg/apas/run/WPHA

PPDETAIL.DisplayUrl?theApnID=S/0972/19/CM

Little Abington CP

Milton CP

http://plan.scambs.gov.uk/swiftlg/apas/run/WPHAPPDETAIL.DisplayUrl?theApnID=PP-07690159
http://plan.scambs.gov.uk/swiftlg/apas/run/WPHAPPDETAIL.DisplayUrl?theApnID=PP-07690159
http://plan.scambs.gov.uk/swiftlg/apas/run/WPHAPPDETAIL.DisplayUrl?theApnID=S/0927/19/DC
http://plan.scambs.gov.uk/swiftlg/apas/run/WPHAPPDETAIL.DisplayUrl?theApnID=S/0927/19/DC
http://plan.scambs.gov.uk/swiftlg/apas/run/WPHAPPDETAIL.DisplayUrl?theApnID=S/1014/19/PA
http://plan.scambs.gov.uk/swiftlg/apas/run/WPHAPPDETAIL.DisplayUrl?theApnID=S/1014/19/PA
http://plan.scambs.gov.uk/swiftlg/apas/run/WPHAPPDETAIL.DisplayUrl?theApnID=S/0870/19/FL
http://plan.scambs.gov.uk/swiftlg/apas/run/WPHAPPDETAIL.DisplayUrl?theApnID=S/0870/19/FL
http://plan.scambs.gov.uk/swiftlg/apas/run/WPHAPPDETAIL.DisplayUrl?theApnID=S/1007/19/TC
http://plan.scambs.gov.uk/swiftlg/apas/run/WPHAPPDETAIL.DisplayUrl?theApnID=S/1007/19/TC
http://plan.scambs.gov.uk/swiftlg/apas/run/WPHAPPDETAIL.DisplayUrl?theApnID=S/0996/19/FL
http://plan.scambs.gov.uk/swiftlg/apas/run/WPHAPPDETAIL.DisplayUrl?theApnID=S/0996/19/FL
http://plan.scambs.gov.uk/swiftlg/apas/run/WPHAPPDETAIL.DisplayUrl?theApnID=S/0871/19/FL
http://plan.scambs.gov.uk/swiftlg/apas/run/WPHAPPDETAIL.DisplayUrl?theApnID=S/0871/19/FL
http://plan.scambs.gov.uk/swiftlg/apas/run/WPHAPPDETAIL.DisplayUrl?theApnID=S/1004/19/TC
http://plan.scambs.gov.uk/swiftlg/apas/run/WPHAPPDETAIL.DisplayUrl?theApnID=S/1004/19/TC
http://plan.scambs.gov.uk/swiftlg/apas/run/WPHAPPDETAIL.DisplayUrl?theApnID=S/0918/19/NM
http://plan.scambs.gov.uk/swiftlg/apas/run/WPHAPPDETAIL.DisplayUrl?theApnID=S/0918/19/NM
http://plan.scambs.gov.uk/swiftlg/apas/run/WPHAPPDETAIL.DisplayUrl?theApnID=S/0880/19/FL
http://plan.scambs.gov.uk/swiftlg/apas/run/WPHAPPDETAIL.DisplayUrl?theApnID=S/0880/19/FL
http://plan.scambs.gov.uk/swiftlg/apas/run/WPHAPPDETAIL.DisplayUrl?theApnID=S/1019/19/TC
http://plan.scambs.gov.uk/swiftlg/apas/run/WPHAPPDETAIL.DisplayUrl?theApnID=S/1019/19/TC
http://plan.scambs.gov.uk/swiftlg/apas/run/WPHAPPDETAIL.DisplayUrl?theApnID=S/0869/19/DC
http://plan.scambs.gov.uk/swiftlg/apas/run/WPHAPPDETAIL.DisplayUrl?theApnID=S/0869/19/DC
http://plan.scambs.gov.uk/swiftlg/apas/run/WPHAPPDETAIL.DisplayUrl?theApnID=S/0904/19/DC
http://plan.scambs.gov.uk/swiftlg/apas/run/WPHAPPDETAIL.DisplayUrl?theApnID=S/0904/19/DC
http://plan.scambs.gov.uk/swiftlg/apas/run/WPHAPPDETAIL.DisplayUrl?theApnID=S/0972/19/CM
http://plan.scambs.gov.uk/swiftlg/apas/run/WPHAPPDETAIL.DisplayUrl?theApnID=S/0972/19/CM


Over CP S/0898/19/DC

2 West Street, Over, 

Cambridge, Cambridgeshire, 

CB24 5PL

Discharge of Condition 3 (fenestration & doors) of Planning Application s.0343.18.LB - Amendment to pitch 

on the roof of the lean to at the back of the house in planning application S/0331/17/FL
01/03/2019

http://plan.scambs.gov.uk/swiftlg/apas/run/WPHA

PPDETAIL.DisplayUrl?theApnID=S/0898/19/DC

Papworth Everard 

CP
S/0929/19/DC

Proposed Development South 

Of, Church Lane, Papworth 

Everard

Discharge of condition 10 (water conservation strategy) of planning consent S/2859/16/VC for Variation of 

conditions 6-18, 21-22, 25-27, 30-32, 34-42, 44, 49 and 51 of planning permission S/0623/13/FL
08/03/2019

http://plan.scambs.gov.uk/swiftlg/apas/run/WPHA

PPDETAIL.DisplayUrl?theApnID=S/0929/19/DC

Sawston CP S/0745/19/DC
Sawston Health Centre, Link 

Road, Sawston, Cambridge

Discharge of Condition 20 (contamination) of planning consent S/1319/08F for erection of 22 Flats with 

Associated Parking following Demolition of Existing Health Centre
08/03/2019

http://plan.scambs.gov.uk/swiftlg/apas/run/WPHA

PPDETAIL.DisplayUrl?theApnID=S/0745/19/DC

Stapleford CP S/1005/19/TP

59, London Road, Stapleford, 

Cambridge, Cambridgeshire, 

CB22 5DG

Horse Chestnut crown reduce on east side only by 2-3m back to previous pruning points to reduce 

overhang to parking bays below.

Reasons - to prevent Conkers falling onto cars parked in parking bays below

20/03/2019
http://plan.scambs.gov.uk/swiftlg/apas/run/WPHA

PPDETAIL.DisplayUrl?theApnID=S/1005/19/TP

S/0931/19/DC
Plot 2 Land adjacent 134, 

Boxworth End, Swavesey

Discharge of condition 10 (hard and soft landscaping and boundary treatments) of planning consent 

S/3870/17/FL for new two storey dwelling with a detached garage
07/03/2019

http://plan.scambs.gov.uk/swiftlg/apas/run/WPHA

PPDETAIL.DisplayUrl?theApnID=S/0931/19/DC

S/1025/19/IP

Land South of Driftwood, Hale 

Road, Swavesey, Cambridge, 

Cambridgeshire, CB24 4QP

Permission in principle for demolition of a B1(c)-light industrial building and erection of up to two dwellings 21/03/2019
http://plan.scambs.gov.uk/swiftlg/apas/run/WPHA

PPDETAIL.DisplayUrl?theApnID=S/1025/19/IP

Toft CP S/1020/19/TC

3, Farmers End, Toft, 

Cambridge, Cambridgeshire, 

CB23 2SB

(T1) Cedar - remove to ground level due to its inappropriate location and species. 21/03/2019
http://plan.scambs.gov.uk/swiftlg/apas/run/WPHA

PPDETAIL.DisplayUrl?theApnID=S/1020/19/TC

S/0885/19/FL
61, Capper Road, Waterbeach, 

Cambridge, CB25 9LY
2 STOREY SIDE EXTENSION & PART TWO STOREY PART GRD FL REAR EXTENSION 05/03/2019

http://plan.scambs.gov.uk/swiftlg/apas/run/WPHA

PPDETAIL.DisplayUrl?theApnID=S/0885/19/FL

S/0940/19/E1

Stirling House, Denny End 

Road, Waterbeach, 

Cambridge, Cambridgeshire, 

CB25 9PB

EIA screening opinion 11/03/2019
http://plan.scambs.gov.uk/swiftlg/apas/run/WPHA

PPDETAIL.DisplayUrl?theApnID=S/0940/19/E1

S/0922/19/NM

20, North Road, Whittlesford, 

Cambridge, Cambridgeshire, 

CB22 4NZ

Non-Material Amendment  to planning application S.1349.16.FL - Updated window frame arrangement 

within the existing window openings
05/03/2019

http://plan.scambs.gov.uk/swiftlg/apas/run/WPHA

PPDETAIL.DisplayUrl?theApnID=S/0922/19/NM

S/1000/19/TC

10, Farm Rise, Whittlesford, 

Cambridge, Cambridgeshire, 

CB22 4LZ

Please see map attached.  Beech tree to be thinned out of rubbing branches and height reduced by 3 

meters as starting to get to crowded and large for position.
19/03/2019

http://plan.scambs.gov.uk/swiftlg/apas/run/WPHA

PPDETAIL.DisplayUrl?theApnID=S/1000/19/TC

Swavesey CP

Waterbeach CP

Whittlesford CP

http://plan.scambs.gov.uk/swiftlg/apas/run/WPHAPPDETAIL.DisplayUrl?theApnID=S/0898/19/DC
http://plan.scambs.gov.uk/swiftlg/apas/run/WPHAPPDETAIL.DisplayUrl?theApnID=S/0898/19/DC
http://plan.scambs.gov.uk/swiftlg/apas/run/WPHAPPDETAIL.DisplayUrl?theApnID=S/0929/19/DC
http://plan.scambs.gov.uk/swiftlg/apas/run/WPHAPPDETAIL.DisplayUrl?theApnID=S/0929/19/DC
http://plan.scambs.gov.uk/swiftlg/apas/run/WPHAPPDETAIL.DisplayUrl?theApnID=S/0745/19/DC
http://plan.scambs.gov.uk/swiftlg/apas/run/WPHAPPDETAIL.DisplayUrl?theApnID=S/0745/19/DC
http://plan.scambs.gov.uk/swiftlg/apas/run/WPHAPPDETAIL.DisplayUrl?theApnID=S/1005/19/TP
http://plan.scambs.gov.uk/swiftlg/apas/run/WPHAPPDETAIL.DisplayUrl?theApnID=S/1005/19/TP
http://plan.scambs.gov.uk/swiftlg/apas/run/WPHAPPDETAIL.DisplayUrl?theApnID=S/0931/19/DC
http://plan.scambs.gov.uk/swiftlg/apas/run/WPHAPPDETAIL.DisplayUrl?theApnID=S/0931/19/DC
http://plan.scambs.gov.uk/swiftlg/apas/run/WPHAPPDETAIL.DisplayUrl?theApnID=S/1025/19/IP
http://plan.scambs.gov.uk/swiftlg/apas/run/WPHAPPDETAIL.DisplayUrl?theApnID=S/1025/19/IP
http://plan.scambs.gov.uk/swiftlg/apas/run/WPHAPPDETAIL.DisplayUrl?theApnID=S/1020/19/TC
http://plan.scambs.gov.uk/swiftlg/apas/run/WPHAPPDETAIL.DisplayUrl?theApnID=S/1020/19/TC
http://plan.scambs.gov.uk/swiftlg/apas/run/WPHAPPDETAIL.DisplayUrl?theApnID=S/0885/19/FL
http://plan.scambs.gov.uk/swiftlg/apas/run/WPHAPPDETAIL.DisplayUrl?theApnID=S/0885/19/FL
http://plan.scambs.gov.uk/swiftlg/apas/run/WPHAPPDETAIL.DisplayUrl?theApnID=S/0940/19/E1
http://plan.scambs.gov.uk/swiftlg/apas/run/WPHAPPDETAIL.DisplayUrl?theApnID=S/0940/19/E1
http://plan.scambs.gov.uk/swiftlg/apas/run/WPHAPPDETAIL.DisplayUrl?theApnID=S/0922/19/NM
http://plan.scambs.gov.uk/swiftlg/apas/run/WPHAPPDETAIL.DisplayUrl?theApnID=S/0922/19/NM
http://plan.scambs.gov.uk/swiftlg/apas/run/WPHAPPDETAIL.DisplayUrl?theApnID=S/1000/19/TC
http://plan.scambs.gov.uk/swiftlg/apas/run/WPHAPPDETAIL.DisplayUrl?theApnID=S/1000/19/TC

